
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 9 March 2023 

Compiled Thurs. 9 March 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty-two multiple personalities” 

 

The Storm Has Begun 

Alliance Special Forces Mass Were Presently Arresting 64,000 CIA MS13 Cartel Members 

Leading to Panic in US banks & Their Middle America Money Laundering Operations 

 

Tim Ballard, Walls Stop Child Sex Trafficking - YouTube 

Tim Ballard, Operation Underground Railroad 

 

"Battle Hymn of the Republic" w/ the Mormon Tabernacle Choir LIVE from West Point | West 

Point Band - YouTube 

 

Judy Note: 

 The CIA Mind Control Program MKULTRA was found to be still in existence and 

centered on the torture and Human Sacrifice of Children in Satanic Rites. 

 Constitutional Law Does Not Exist in US Courts. The United States of America was 

actually crafted by the Khazarian Mafia as the Crown of England, the Pagan core of the 

Vatican with Jesuits, and Secret Occult Societies. All levels of the US Inc. are 

corporations under control of the Vatican, which owns and operates the King of England 

per Treaty of 1213.   

 The Cabal’s murder of 125,000,000 million North American Indigenous Indians in 

order to take over their land was considered the largest mass genocide killings ever made 

in the World. 

 Presently Alliance Military Operations Mass Arrests were taking place with 64,000 

arrests of MS13 Cartel members.  

 As a result, the CIA MS13 Regime was collapsing and billions of their assets have been 

seized. 

 This has led to panic in US banks connected to Money Laundering Operations of 

Middle America working with the Cartels. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6le1-q2wTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAqNe-m0a8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAqNe-m0a8s


 McCarthy’s release of January 6 videos to Fox News Tucker Carlson was causing 

panic in DC as their narrative was falling apart and the Obama military coup revelations 

were coming closer to exposure. 

 The Supreme Court has finally agreed to make a Ruling on the Brunson Case – that 

could dissolve the Biden Administration and all of Congress. 

 Back Again, America Saved Big Event Wed. 5 April 2023…Donald Trump Live on 

Telegram Mon. 6 March 2023 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 Wed. 8 March Oakie (not OakieOilMan) Update: The new rates were hard loaded in 

the banks – rumor was that the Big Four Bank Parking Lots were full of employees 

receiving instructions for tomorrow Thurs. 9 March. 

https://dinaresgurus.blogspot.com/2023/03/rv-update-by-okie-via-twitter-8-march.html 

 Wed. 8 March Texas Snake: “Very positive information has been provided from the 

Treasury to Tier 1 banks, including my personal banker, confirming that our event is 

going ahead.” 

 Wed. 8 March MarkZ: “Paymasters were expecting this within the next 36 hours. 

Bond Contacts feel they will get paid over the weekend. The news has been great and 

we know Iraq is ready for it. Dinar Rates were fluctuating all over the place. It is my 

understanding again that they need the rate before the budget. We are hearing similar 

things from Vietnam that they are also ready. I have been told by folks involved in it that 

we are minute to minute. And yes…it is Event driven. I wish I could tell you more than 

that.” https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/08/try-to-stay-calm-coffee-with-markz-intel-

stream-highlights-3-8-23/ 

 Judy Note: The following is made in my opinion only. We have been told that all Tier 1 

Banks have received the Source Codes and on Sun. evening 5 March those banks loaded 

the new currency rates into their computers – the banks planning to do exchanges after 

certain security issues were addressed. The Kingpin of the Global Currency Reset, the 

Iraqi Dinar, has revalued with rates fluctuating on bank screens.  

 Fed Admitted They Can’t Control Inflation: 

https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/07/x22-report-the-fed-just-admitted-they-cannot-

control-inflation/ 

 Fed Fell into Inflation Trap: https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/07/x22-report-

everything-has-been-set-in-motion-fed-fell-into-the-inflationary-trap/ 

B. Restored Republic:  

 Wed. 8 March QANon Leader on Telegram: March will be a month of upheaval. A 

month when all the dirty things of this government will be exposed. The current president 

is disgusting to people not only in the United States but all over the world. In a few days 

we will send something that will destroy and expose these Kabbalahs. 

https://dinaresgurus.blogspot.com/2023/03/rv-update-by-okie-via-twitter-8-march.html
https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/08/try-to-stay-calm-coffee-with-markz-intel-stream-highlights-3-8-23/
https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/08/try-to-stay-calm-coffee-with-markz-intel-stream-highlights-3-8-23/
https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/07/x22-report-the-fed-just-admitted-they-cannot-control-inflation/
https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/07/x22-report-the-fed-just-admitted-they-cannot-control-inflation/
https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/07/x22-report-everything-has-been-set-in-motion-fed-fell-into-the-inflationary-trap/
https://dinarchronicles.com/2023/03/07/x22-report-everything-has-been-set-in-motion-fed-fell-into-the-inflationary-trap/


 The Original US Constitution will be used as a model for New Republics across the 

Globe. Patriots worldwide can help Save the US Constitution by Supporting the 

Brunson Petition that questions the rampant fraud in the 2020 Election that has yet to be 

investigated. Help save your right to vote in fair and free elections and add your name to 

the Brunson Petition by sending an Affidavit to SCOTUS: BrunsonBrothers.com 

 The “Save America Patriot Package” has sold out and “Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath 

IRS” thank you for your support. You can still join in our Fight For Freedom by buying 

at Amazon, “MIRACLES: In God We Trust” & “A More Perfect Union" DVD & Blu-

ray. Amazon.com: MIRACLES: In God We Trust - DVD : Ken Cromar, Stan Ellsworth 

and Linnea Miner, Ken Cromar: Movies & TV Amazon.com: A More Perfect Union: 

America Becomes A Nation - The Making of the U.S. Constitution : Movies & TV  

C. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring: 

 Maddie McCann’s parents SOLD her to the Podesta brothers and they tortured her to 

death - after that they drank her blood / adrenochrome and ate her! Those bastards are 

pure evil monsters. 

 BQQM: You thought Epstein Island was bad, wait until people find out about the Getty 

Museum – a pedophile fortress with more than 12 floors underground. Two million 

women and children were there until 2018. There are elevators and practically a city 

down below with thousands of sex slaves. Only people on the List could walk all over 

this place. The elevators lead to a tunnel system. It‟s guarded with high security. It‟s a 

Hell created within another Hell. Epstein Island is just the tip of the Iceberg. 

D. The CIA Child Torture and Human Sacrifice MKULTRA Mind Control Program, by 

Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist, ret. 

 “I’m a survivor of tax-funded torture, enslavement, human trafficking and mind 

control, including sexual abuse,” said a woman from California in a 2013 petition 

titled Request for a Congressional investigation, CIA mind-control of children. Petition · 

Request Congressional Investigation: CIA Mind-control of Children · Change.org “Two 

additional members of my immediate family are in recovery for these crimes including 

one who is still a minor. These programs must be stopped, corruption routed out of our 

government and nation, and the truth be revealed.” 

 “I am a survivor with two terminal diagnoses that are a direct result from torture, 

electric-shock, a receiver encased in my right sphenoid bone causing brain cells to die 

every day and drug experiments,” said another victim in the petition that requested an 

investigation of the US CIA‟s mind-control program. “My country owes me truth and 

compensation!” 

 Is the CIA torturing children in their Mind Control Program? We may never find 

out where their $14.7 billion dollar per year Black Budget was being spent. Survivors of 

http://www.brunsonbrothers.com/
https://www.amazon.com/MIRACLES-God-We-Trust-DVD/dp/B086QDWPXN
https://www.amazon.com/MIRACLES-God-We-Trust-DVD/dp/B086QDWPXN
https://www.amazon.com/More-Perfect-Union-America-Constitution/dp/B01M7WYMR3
https://www.amazon.com/More-Perfect-Union-America-Constitution/dp/B01M7WYMR3
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/r2/?url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5jaGFuZ2Uub3JnL3BldGl0aW9ucy91cy1jb25ncmVzcy1zdXJ2aXZvcnMtcmVxdWVzdC1pbnZlc3RpZ2F0aW9uLWNpYS1taW5kLWNvbnRyb2wtb2YtY2hpbGRyZW4/dXRtX3NvdXJjZT1ndWlkZXMmYW1wO3V0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmYW1wO3V0bV9jYW1wYWlnbj1wZXRpdGlvbl93ZWVrX29uZQ==
https://www.change.org/p/request-congressional-investigation-cia-mind-control-of-children?utm_source=guides&amp;utm_medium=email&amp;utm_campaign=petition_week_one
https://www.change.org/p/request-congressional-investigation-cia-mind-control-of-children?utm_source=guides&amp;utm_medium=email&amp;utm_campaign=petition_week_one


the government mind-control techniques say they don‟t remember this extreme childhood 

abuse until many years after the event, making a quest for justice difficult.  

 Were the CIA and FBI that corrupt? On November 2013 CBS Face the Nation 

respected Watergate Scandal Journalist Bob Woodward claimed, “You run into this rat‟s 

nest of concealment (by the FBI and CIA) then and now.”  

 In 1953 the CIA imported Nazi mind-control experts from Hitler’s Germany for the 

purpose of developing “assassins and super spies.” The CIA program was found to have 

close ties to the International Satanic Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult run by the 

Vatican. Hitler was a fully paid up member – as were other Global and political Elites, 

both then and now. 

 The CIA MKULTRA Mind Control Program utilized 149 subprojects and 33 related 

programs done in 80 US and Canadian institutions, including 44 colleges and 

universities. 

 MKULTRA was composed of illegal human experimentation that centered on 

torturing the developing brains of children beginning even before birth to around age six. 

The torture, overseen by the victim‟s “Handlers” continued throughout their lives. And, it 

didn‟t just happen in the US – the experiments on children was international in scope and 

utilized the power of Global Elites and the Ndrangheta Mafia. 

 The wife of the Satanic Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult Ndrangheta Mafia boss 

Blijenburgh claimed in a hearing of the International Common Law Court of Justice in 

Brussels that, “By order of Dutch Queen Beatrix the Ndrangheta Mafia worked from 

1960 through today organizing the murder, torture and rape of children of Netherlands 

youth detention centers. I have been taken to their ceremonies three times and seen a 

child killed each time.” 

 In 1964 CIA Director Richard Helms claimed he shut down the MKULTRA Mind 

Control program. Survivor respondents to the 2007 Extreme Abuse Survey disagreed. 

There were 257 who said secret government sponsored mind-control experiments were 

performed on them as children. Many were born after 1964. 

 It was also found that in 1964 the Ninth Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult run by the 

Vatican was still in full swing. The ICLCJ International Court Judges ruled that on Oct. 

10 1964 Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip took ten children, all around the age of ten, 

from the Catholic Kamloops native Residential School in British Columbia. Their parents 

haven‟t seen them since. There were two eyewitnesses to the kidnapping who died of 

mysterious causes prior to their testimonies before the ICLCJ Court. 

 A year later on June 21 1965 six year old‟s Jenny Hill and Kathleen Shea were subjects 

of a Satanic Child Sacrifice of the CIA program. Being made to view or participate in the 

murder of children was a common mind-control method.  

 Mind-control survivor Jenny Hill exposed her witness to Kathleen Shea‟s murder in a 

Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite on June 21 1965 in Garden Grove California in her 

biography “Twenty Two Faces: Inside the Extraordinary Life of Jenny Hill and Her 

https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/r2/?url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy53YXNoaW5ndG9uc2Jsb2cuY29tLzIwMTMvMTEva2VubmVkeS1jb25zcGlyYWN5LXRoZW9yaWVzLWdvLW1haW5zdHJlYW0uaHRtbA==
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/r2/?url=aHR0cDovL2V4dHJlbWUtYWJ1c2Utc3VydmV5Lm5ldC8=


Twenty-Two Multiple Personalities.” Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

 Hill’s and Shea’s Satanic rite was overseen by a infamous master mind-control 

programmer Dr. Green – the same Green discussed by Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivors in 

1995 Congressional hearings on the subject. According to Hill‟s biography‟s foreword by 

Psychiatrist Colin A. Ross, MD, Green was brought into the US as part of the CIA‟s 

1950′s Operation Paperclip.  

 By 1977 CIA Director Richard Helms had destroyed all CIA MKULTRA documents. 

A MKULTRA Survivor DeNicola named CIA Director Richard Helms as one of her 

childhood perpetrators during a 1977 Congressional Inquiry. The pending Congressional 

inquiry had prompted Helms to destroy all MKULTRA documents prior to his 

resignation.  

 Even though in their testimonies before Congress Therapist Wolf and SRA Survivors 

DeNicola and Mullen pled for another Congressional investigation of the CIA program, 

none was done, no charges were brought against anyone including Helms, and Congress 

voted not to release results of their inquiry. 

Wed. 11 Dec. 2013 Are Governments Abusing Children in Mind-control Experiments? | Crime 

All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

Wed. 17 May 2017: http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/vatican-global-elites-found-

guilty-of-child-sacrifice-2475081.html 

E. The STORM: Massive Arrests have begun with a planned arrest of 64,000 MS13 Cartel 

members. 

 Trump had promised to eliminate MS13. This powerful Cartel Ms13 network financed 

by BLACKROCK corporations, run bank and money laundering operations through 

North America, Middle America and South America  

 Now the Military Alliance operations were working with El Salvador and US Military 

Training local military and police to start Massive Storm Arrests. Operations were 

underway to stop the CIA DARPA MS13 Killing Project. 

 The most deadliest of Cartels, the MS13 of South American, were being arrested in 

mass numbers. 

 At the same time of the 64,000 MS13 cartel arrests the US unsealed Terrorism 

Charges Against Men Identified as MS-13 Leaders. 

 It only would take less than 32 hours to round up over 16,000 top leaders, high level 

and mid commanders of ANTIFA. The Mil, NG, U.S. Marshals, Mil Reserve deputized 

as U.S. Marshal and U.S. Sheriff's Departments could do a MASSIVE operation against 

ANTIFA. Does Mil. Have a secret PLAN in place? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2013/12/are-governments-abusing-children-in-mind-control-experiments-2447884.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2013/12/are-governments-abusing-children-in-mind-control-experiments-2447884.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/vatican-global-elites-found-guilty-of-child-sacrifice-2475081.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/vatican-global-elites-found-guilty-of-child-sacrifice-2475081.html


 "People Don't Feel Safe!" - Shocking Results After El Salvador Arresting 64.000 Cartel 

Members https://youtu.be/kN5gm8nmVcc 

 MS13 take command from CIA Project Hands that was created for 4rth and 5th 

generation warfare for violent colour revolutions, killing Government officials, Leaders, 

Elite spokespersons and perpetrating the CIA agenda forward to control Middle America. 

 In the 2000s CIA projects began bringing the MS13 KILLING MACHINE Cartel into 

U.S. cities into sophisticated organized regimens. 

 These deadly gangs killed and threatened  thousands of U.S. officials who ran banks, 

news industry's, corporations and public sectors that were all part of Republican parties 

and democrats that would not play along with Deep State Agendas (most every Ms13 are 

unaware they are created and funded by CIA Deep State Military Operations, much like 

Antifa.) 

 In 2014 to 2016 the killing force of the MS13 CIA network reached its high points in 

their operations of blackmail/killings through the United States territories that brought 

thousands of Republican investors to their end and thousands of business's came under 

control of MS13. 

 OBAMA did NOTHING and ignored the PLANNED ROCKEFELLERS CIA 

PROJECT MS13 CARTELS AGENDA to bring Republican, alike and rogue Democrats 

into MS13 Cartel to control through BLACKMAIL and EXTORTION. 

 With OBAMAs/ CIA DARPA spyware that tracked all data, phone's emails. Computers, 

servers (Remember Snowden).  

 The Spyware also installed unwanted pornography, Pedophilia links, fake money 

statements into adversaries computers. 

 These BLACKMAIL OPERATIONS by the Deep State also went hand in hand with 

MS13 KILLING, Blackmail and Extortion PROJECTS. 

 The Military ALLIANCE figured out back in early 2000s after 911, that the MS13 

KILLING projects would be instituted in the U.S. In 2008 (it's reported by insiders) the 

Military ALLIANCE made plans to install TRUMP and use Trumps Presidential Power 

to declare the MS13 a Terrorist group and start Operations against the [ DS] Ms13 

regime. 

 Immediately as Trump was elected, in 2017 he took mass action against MS13 (Trump 

knew that DARPA/ CIA/ Obama/ Clintons/ Rockefellers were controlling MS13 and had 

them arrested through the U.S. and deported tens of thousands of them (but only a few 

were reported in MSM). 

 Today in 2023 the Military Alliance Operations were taking place by collapsing the 

CIA MS13 killing machine operations. Over 64,000 MS13 and Cartels were arrested in 

one of the largest mass Sing Operations just 1500 miles south of the US Border. 

 The CIA had plans to use the MS13 to create thousands of military immigration groups 

in the U.S. by Summer 2023 and use the millions of illegal immigrants that came into the 

U.S. illegally and have them come under control of MS13 planned sectors. 

https://youtu.be/kN5gm8nmVcc


 These CIA operations were meant to cause Civil WAR.  

F. The Supreme Court has finally agreed to make a Ruling on the Brunson Case – that 

could dissolve the Biden Administration and all of Congress: 

 After the Supreme Court’s second denial to hear the Brunson case which dealt with 

Congress‟ failure to investigate possible Fraud in the 2020 Election, SCOTUS received 

Notice that they could have committed Misprision.  

 Misprision occurs if Judges are aware of Treasonous Events (such as Congress‟ failure 

to investigate possible Fraud in the 2020 Election) and don‟t do anything about it, they 

could be guilty of being in on that Treason.  

 Evidently in the past seven days the US Military became involved in that charge of 

Misprision, visited the Supreme Court and suddenly SCOTUS finally accepted the 

Brunson case in a 5-4 decision to not only hear it, but would make a ruling on the merits 

of the case, not the posturing of it. 

 A favorable ruling by SCOTUS in favor of Brunson could very well dissolve the 

Biden Administration and all of Congress. 
 

G. Brunson Case To Be Considered by Supreme Court DOCKET #22-380, Raland Brunson: 

 In a few days our 3rd Petition to the US Supreme Court will be considered to be added 

to the docket of the Supreme Court and there they will determine if they will accept it for 

another conference. 

 We are bringing more details of the events of January 6, 2021 that we have not 

previous done. This petition is much more bold in pointing out that on that day, both 

parties were accusing each other of attempting to interfere with the election process. 

 Interfering with the election process is considered an Act of War on the United 

States of America because it accomplishes the same results. It puts into power it's victor. 

 Democrats were accusing Republicans Ted Cruz and Paul Gorsay of treason for their 

attempt to hold off on the certification until their claimed evidence could be investigated. 

Karen Townsend, the chairwoman of the Arizona House Elections Committee was also 

being accused by the Democrats for attempting to interfere with the election process, 

which if proven true, would be an act of treason. 

 These accusations made by the Democrats were very serious, yet the defendants of this 

case voted to thwart the investigation into these accusations, cheating out the democrats. 

Many democrats were accusing Trump with attempting to interfere with the election and 

to this day they are still making those claims, all because there was no investigation. Is 

this case a "Put Trump back into office" case? No. 

 Do not assume for a second I voted for Trump and this case is all about putting him 

back in. For all you know I wrote in my neighbor. This case has nothing to do with 

Trump. So you people who are about to make comments on this post about anti Trump 

stuff you might as well be talking about a way to lose weight, because it does not relate. 

But go ahead, be my guest and post whatever you want.  



 Oh, and one last thing. The Supreme Court absolutely has the full power to remove a 

sitting president. It goes like this: the Supreme Court judges all laws. All of them. Every 

law. They have the final and ultimate say on how the Constitution of the US is to be 

interpreted, and there are only two powers on this earth that can stop them. 1. Congress 

getting together and voting them out. 2.The military generals. 

 The US Supreme Court can, if they want, give me full standing in this case, because 

why? Because if they want, they have the power to say so, that's why.  

 Oh, and here's a note to all of those who are accusing us of grifting: We absolutely 

appreciate your donations and your letters to the Supreme Court. We're actually starting 

to get noticed. Thank you again. 

H. Constitutional Law Does Not Exist in US Courts, R.E. Sutherland, M.Ed, Freelance 

Investigative Reporter 

 The United States of America was actually crafted by the Khazarian Mafia [The 

CROWN of England, the pagan core of the Vatican with Jesuits, and the secret occulted 

societies].  

 The over taxation of the Southern States was deliberately done to bring division and a 

war.   

 In 1871, a second version of the U.S. Constitution was put into play, and the 

Incorporation of the United States began.   

 Today all levels of the 'government' in the USA are actually corporations and the 

strings of control go to the Vatican, which owns and operates the King of England, per 

the Treaty of 1213.   

 You are still under the King of England, but are kept under the pretense of being a 'free 

man'... that is why you pay taxes to the IRS.   

 All of the IRS money goes directly to the CROWN [City of London Banking 

Syndicate] and the Vatican.  President Reagan and the World Bank Attorney Karen 

Hudes are on the record with that FACT. 

 The entity called the United States Government Corporation went bankrupt and was 

dissolved during President Trump's days in office.  So, the entity came back under a new 

name:  The White House Office Inc.   

 If you look up its corporate headquarters, you will discover that the office is inside of 

a U.S. Naval base.  The entire federal level is merely a corporation.   

 Nothing in the federal level is run by Constitutional Law; it uses Contract Law, which 

in the USA is Admiralty Law.   

 That is why SCOTUS, also a corporation, says the U.S. President has no standing... nor 

do the Brunson Brothers.  It is because they are trying to use Constitutional Law.   

 I have eyewitness from a Federal Judge on the bench in Aiken County that no 

constitution is operating in his Federal courtroom.  Other people have also been told that 



fact by judges in courtroom battles.  Learn:  Constitutional law in the USA does not exist 

right now. 

 Is a corporation a government?  Actually, no.  Per Dr. William Mount... no corporation 

has the power of law to dictate to another corporation how to run its own business. 

Corporations must use Contract Law [U.C.C.].  You are also a corporation with a Federal 

Fiction. 

 How is this federal corporation controlling Governors, US legislators, State 

legislators, County Chairmen, Sheriffs, and City Mayors?  The tools of the federal 

corporation have to do with money.  First, the federal levels extort or blackmail all 

elected people.  Second, the federal corporation OFFERS grant money to the lower 

corporations, with strings attached so that the lower entities CONSENT to comply.   

 The underlings like you and me are then told what to do... without explanation... which 

is a violation of Contract Law. 

I. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Eubola/ Drugs/ Vax Hoax: 

 A $3 trillion false claims lawsuit has been filed against Pfizer. 

 Four deadly parasites found in vaccines – it‟s the Crime of the Century: Pfizer – 

Trypanosoma Cruzi and T. Brucei; Moderna – Hydra Vulgaris and Polypodium 

Hyariform.  

 There is a living creature inside the Vaccine – it‟s immortal – the Hydra Vulgaris 

eating away people‟s nervous system. One billion people will die in the World in the 

coming years. It‟s the Crime of the Century. 

 Intracerebral hemorrhage discovered during brain autopsy after a vaccine. The blood 

clots go to your brain. 

K. Jan. 6 “Riot”: 

 Trump demands January 6 committee members are tried for TREASON: Says 

'political hacks & thugs' on panel should be thrown in jail for 'refusing' to show videos 

aired by Tucker Carlson. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11835065/Trump-

demands-January-6-committee-tried-TREASON-Tucker-Carlson-videos.html 

L. Biden Crime Family: 

 ALERT: Nine more boxes of Biden documents were found in Boston. 

M. Election Fraud: 

 A 38 million payout was made from the CDC to Maricopa County for super important 

“workforce and foundational capabilities” three weeks after they rigged it against Kari 

Lake in the midterm election. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11835065/Trump-demands-January-6-committee-tried-TREASON-Tucker-Carlson-videos.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11835065/Trump-demands-January-6-committee-tried-TREASON-Tucker-Carlson-videos.html


N. The Real News for Wed. 8 March 2023: 

 Russia: A 6.1 magnitude earthquake struck off the southern coast of the Kamchatka 

Peninsula in Russia‟s Far East. 

 Greece: Massive number of people rally in Greece over train tragedy. 

 Oklahoma: Emergency crews responding to a train derailment in Verdigris, Oklahoma. 

 Belgium: JUST IN: U.S. Embassy in Belgium issues a security alert, warning of a 

"possible metro attack" in Brussels today. https://be.usembassy.gov/security-alert-u-s-

embassy-brussels-belgium-march-08-2023/ 

 West Virginia: Freight train derailment in West Virginia is spilling diesel fuel into the 

New River. 

 Alabama: Large fire breaks out at a multi-story oil rig with hazardous materials in 

Mobile, Alabama. 

 Nebraska: Major warehouse fire in Omaha, Nebraska. Large plumes of smoke are filling 

the sky. 

 China: Coal Mine collapses in China. There will be no survivors… very sad 

 Shady’ DHS Officials Running Secret Domestic-Intelligence Program: 

https://resistthemainstream.com/shady-dhs-officials-running-secret-domestic-

intelligence-program/?utm_source=telegram 

 All the NATO equipment that arrived in 2021_2022 and January 17, 2023 to Europe has 

now been transferred to the UKRAINE border. Now the DEEP STATE in EU & U.S. is 

waiting for CIA FALSE FLAG OPS. 

 US imperialism is destroying (and exploiting) Haiti, warns filmmaker and journalist 

Kim Ives: https://www.brighteon.com/06028e20-2b4f-4947-a782-a01aeb38b58f 

 Georgia Russia: In Tbilisi, Georgia protesters are trying to break into the courtyard of 

the Georgian Parliament building. The police use water cannons and tear gas to stop the 

protesters. 

O. Wed. 8 March 2023 NESARA/GESARA, Dan Bongino on Telegram: 

NESARA implements the following changes:  

1. Zeros out all credit card, mortgage, and other bank debt due to illegal banking and 

government activities. This is the Federal Reserve‟s worst nightmare: A “jubilee” or a 

forgiveness of debt. 

2. Abolishes the income tax. 

3. Abolishes the IRS. Employees of the IRS will be transferred into the US Treasury national 

sales tax area. 

https://be.usembassy.gov/security-alert-u-s-embassy-brussels-belgium-march-08-2023/
https://be.usembassy.gov/security-alert-u-s-embassy-brussels-belgium-march-08-2023/
https://resistthemainstream.com/shady-dhs-officials-running-secret-domestic-intelligence-program/?utm_source=telegram
https://resistthemainstream.com/shady-dhs-officials-running-secret-domestic-intelligence-program/?utm_source=telegram
https://www.brighteon.com/06028e20-2b4f-4947-a782-a01aeb38b58f


4. Creates a 14% flat rate non-essential „new items only‟ sales tax revenue for the government. 

In other words, food and medicine will not be taxed, nor will used items such as old homes. 

5. Increases benefits to senior citizens.  

6. Returns Constitutional Law to all courts and legal matters. 

7. Reinstates the original Title of Nobility Amendment. Hundreds of thousands of Americans 

under the control of foreign powers will lose their citizenship, be deported to other countries, and 

barred from reentry for the remainder of their life. And millions of people will soon discover 

their college degrees are now worthless paper. 

8. Establishes new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120 days after NESARA‟s 

announcement. The interim government will cancel all “National Emergencies” and return us 

back to Constitutional Law. 

9. Monitors elections and prevents illegal election activities of special interest groups. 

10. Creates a new U.S. Treasury, „rainbow currency,‟ backed by gold, silver, and platinum 

precious metals, ending the bankruptcy of the United States initiated by Franklin Roosevelt in 

1933. 

11. Forbids the sale of American birth certificate records as chattel property bonds by the US 

Department of Transportation. 

12. Initiates new U.S. Treasury Bank System in alignment with Constitutional Law. 

13. Eliminates the Federal Reserve System. During the transition period the Federal Reserve 

will be allowed to operate side by side of the U.S. Treasury for one year in order to remove all 

Federal Reserve notes from the money supply. 

14. Restores financial privacy. 

15. Retrains all judges and attorneys in Constitutional Law. 

16. Ceases all aggressive, U.S. government military actions worldwide. 

17. Establishes peace throughout the World. 

18. Releases enormous sums of money for humanitarian purposes. 

19. Enables the release of over 6,000 patents of suppressed technologies that are being withheld 

from the public under the guise of national security, including free energy devices, antigravity, 

and sonic healing machines. 



On October 10, 2000 because President Clinton‟s clone had no interest in signing NESARA 

into law and under orders from U.S. military generals, the elite Naval Seals and Delta Force 

stormed the White House and under gunpoint, forced Bill Clinton to sign NESARA. 

During this time Secret Service and White House security personnel were ordered to stand 

down, disarmed and allowed to witness this event under a gag order. 

P. Did you know that there is no money in Free Energy? 

 We are all led to believe that burning black rocks and black goo that is poisonous to 

our bodies is absolutely the best way to create energy. But in reality, our Earth provides 

us with enough energy for all of humanity WITHOUT burning poison and releasing it 

into our air so that we can inhale our wonderful concoction of indoctrination. 

Q. Carbon Credit of the Cabal’s Great Reset: 

 The biggest part of the Great Reset was the Carbon Credit. What is the Carbon Credit? 

This is where they're telling you that they want to monitor, track and trace every so called 

kilogram of CO2 that you emit. They say that global average needs to be 2 tons per 

person, per year, while you are using 16 tons per year which means that your activity 

needs to go down by 800%.  

 So how do they plan to do that? Well, first of all they have created these new black 

master cards that are going to have carbon allowance for every single purchase that you 

buy, and to make sure that everything has a so called "Carbon Credit" when you buy food 

or anything else, it's now going to show you this nice little chart of how much kilogram 

of CO2 has been used in making of that product.  

 Now for those that eat meat, it's going to be off the charts, so meat is a big no-no, but 

bugs are fine and completely safe until you consume them.  

 So now when you buy stuff even at your local restaurant, it's going to be a 

requirement to show the amount of CO2 that was used in the production. So literally 

every single thing that you buy is going to be a tracked. 

 They want to put limits on how much you can spend monthly, so we need to go from 16 

tons a year, per person, to 2 tons per year. 

 Niko, Niko, what exactly does 2 tons per year look like? You can check this on Google 

flights, if you wanted to fly from Florida to Paris, that flight is using 431 kg CO2. That's 

almost 25% percent of your YEARLY allowance, but don't worry if you happen to go 

over your limit, they will charge you $170 for every excess kilogram of carbon credit that 

you have used over the limit. 

 Now imagine all that in a world without cash where government gets to control every 

single transaction. This is why they are constructing 15 minute cities, aka prison camps. 

They want you to be in perpetual lockdown pretty much for the rest of your life. 



R. “Questions to be Answered” by Danlboon – 3.8.23 | Dinar Chronicles 

S. Must Watch Videos: 

 Wed. 8 March Situation Update: Situation Update - White Hat Military In Contact 

With SCOTUS To Hear Brunson Petition Or Face Charges Of Treason! Biden/NATO 

Commit Two Acts Of War Against Russia! - We The... | Opinion - Conservative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 7 March Situation Update: Situation Update - Major Reveal Taking Place As 

Biden Regime Continues To Escalate Russian-Ukraine War! Ricardo Bosi-Matt Hancock 

& White Hat Ops In Australia! Central Banks Failing! - We The... | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Wed. 8 March Devolution, SGAnon: New SGAnon Bombshells "Devolution" 

3/8/2023. | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 7 March X22 Report: X22 Report - Fake News, Corrupt Politicians, Deep State 

All Panicking! Treason Exposed At The Highest Level! - Must Video | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 7 March SGAnon: SG Anon: Huge Situation Update March 7, 2023 (Video) | 

Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 7 March New SGAnon, Jaco: New SGAnon & Michael Jaco & Dr. Northrup! 

Big Pharma Will Be Taken Down, Russia Will Save the World | Prophecy | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 7 March: On The Fringe - Panic In DC Causing Fear Of False Flag! Tucker Has 

Them Nervous! - Must Video | Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Bo Polny: https://makegreatnow.com/bo-polny-revelation-of-babylon-unrestricted-

truths-ep-292-must-video/ 

 

T. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 
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the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

U. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

V. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

W. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 
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I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 8 MARCH 2023 

(rumormillnews.com) 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 7, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 4, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 3, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 2, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of March 1, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 
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https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/07/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-7-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/04/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-4-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/03/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-3-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/02/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-2-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/03/01/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-march-1-2023/

